s38 History in Africa techniques to interpret, rather than verify, oral history, the job of the interviewer was to create a situation in which the informant -in one case, "the life historian" -would be able to tell his or her story.
I however spent the mid-1990s struggling with the question of oral evidence, and whether or not it was any different from that found in documents. I was writing the paper for the conference that became African Words, African Voices when I found myself pouring over the entire run of History in Africa. This, I soon learned, was where battles over the accuracy of oral materials were still fought. No other African history journal engaged with oral tradition and oral history as evidence. (In the early 1990s the Journal of African History asked contributors to cover a period no later than that for which archives were available, and the International Journal of African Historical Studies had published a nasty debate about interviewing women but that was it). History in Africa was like the elephants' graveyard for the study of oral tradition, oral history, and the relationship between the two. Once you found it, you had to walk past a lot of decaying flesh, but eventually you found riches beyond your dreams.
The article which was rich beyond my personal dreams was Justin Willis' "Two Lives of Mpamizo." In a carefully historicized argument, Willis wrote of a woman in southwestern Uganda who claimed a Hima grandfather in one interview and suggested he was a cattle-owning Iru in another. This was not a contradiction, Willis argued, but a dissonance, evidence of the complicated way that people understand their own social categories. Telling family history, most especially recent family history, was how informants recast and edit that history to address the tensions that constituted the recent past. Who they said a grandparent was, or was not, allowed for an argument about the past and privileged the instability of the ethnic and patronage categories. Testimony did not change because of anything to do with the interview, but because of the informant's situation: was a husband or wife in the room, was there an argument with a son's wife a few days before, did the first interview occasion a rethinking of how much social mobility a family had actually experienced?
This was the article I'd be waiting for. Willis revealed that the interview and the interviewer were not all powerful; in fact they were not terribly important. The context in which the informant lived daily was more important than the politics of the interview. In fact, "the interview" was not a very good idea: Willis made a plea for multiple interviews of individuals, because the dissonances between each account "rather than harmony" could offer a critical means of understanding the strains and the opportunities of an informants' social world. In the years before anyone would talk about performance in interviews Willis laid down a wonderful challenge to many of the orthodoxies of African oral history. The interview was not a sacred space, and instead of letting Africans speak for themselves, multiple interviews or just appreciating all the contradictory things informants said was a quantum leap beyond a single, simple African self. Willis' article offered the possibility of seeing the many selves of Africans and the contested histories in which they lived.
